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ADDITIONAL OsnavAnoNe.

Per t?ent. SilICeous O?5UflhAtTlL Fine Washings.

1419 (POD a few Radiolarin, im" (P00 0/s), in. di. 0,06 mm,,
idino,

(1219 70). amorphous matter, The sounding tube had sunk about a foot (80 em.) into
perfect costs of Foraminifura,
Astrorhizidin, Lituolidw.

pingiocliuw,angular; sun
hornbloudo, mica, magnetite,

many fine mineral particles, a
tow fragments of siliceous

the bottom and brought up a litre of the deposit Of
this there were two thin dark

glassy volcanic particles, organisms.
layers separated by a
ofline, an brown colour and abouta lightupper layer

8 inches (20 cm.) in thickness, composed eaaentlahl
of the shells of pelagic Foraminifera, and a lower, ml!
white and over an inch (25 mm.) in thickness, chieflymade up of amorphous calcareous matter and Cocco-
lithe. On analysis the upper layer gave 8415 percentof carbonate of lime, the lower 85,77 per cent. The
annexed analysis is the mean of these two results.
The passage between the two layers appeared to be
quite abrupt, so far as could be judged from a caroM
examination of the contents of the sounding tube. The
tow-nets at the weights and at the trawl con ad a
little of the ooze, which was the same as the upper
layer above described. A fragment of the hardened
deposit about 1 cm. in diameter was taken from the
washings from the trawl.

6'23 (P00 70), Sponge spiculos,
Radiolaria, Lituolidw, imper.

(P00 70), in. di. 006 nun.,
liorublondo,

(4'23 amorphous matter,
fine mineral

The sounding tube had not apparently sunk far into the
bottom of mudthereangular; foispar, particles,many were no traces or ooze on theas

foot casts of Foraminifora. grains and crystals of some fragments of siliceous outside, and in the inside only about half a pint (0'8
magnetite, glassy volcanic spiculca. litre) of the ooze. In the dredge and attached tow-note
fragments, pumice, mangu. there wore about 10 litres of the ooze and three piecesneso grains, of pumice, measuring fully an inch (28 mm.) in dia-

meter, and more or less rounded. They are white and
8coriatuouz, although the pores are generally small andcontain only a few porphyritie minerals, feispar and
augitu. These porphyritic minerals in many instances
projeeb above the rounded smooth surface of the
pumice. Some of the shells of the arenaceous Fern.
mini1cra are formed of agglomerations of mierolitha
of hornblcnde, little fragments of felepar and mag-netite, and of vitreous particles. Many of the shells of
the pelagic Molluscs are black and brown from a coat-
ing of manganese, and are macroscopic. A Ptcropod
Ooze, it must be remembered, only indicates a relative
abundance and not a predominance of these shells in
the deposit

20'98 (P00 70), Radiolaria, Lituolidn. (P00 70), in. di, 0,10 nun.,
of brown

(1898 flocoulent amorphous The sounding tube brought up only a small quantity of
angular; fragments matter, with minute fragments the deposit. The splinters of volcanic rook are some-
glassy volcanic rock with of minerals, manganese, and times 0'S mm. in diameter, and make up almost the
the conchoidni fracture of
obsidian, sanidine,

Radiolnri. whole of the mineral particles in the deposit. Note
magnetite, the absence of Pteropod and }Iotoropod shells in this

vesicular fulepathic lapihi, deposit.small particles of manganese.

1'53 A few large Radioharia, (rag
monte

M. di. 0,06 mm., angular; a low Traces of floconlent matter. The sounding tube brought up about half a pint (0 3 litre)
of Sponge spiculca, particles of foispar and mug. of the deposit, which contains very little amorphousAstrorhizid,v, Lituohidte. notite. calcareous or clayey matter, and is chiefly composed of

the shells of pelagic Molluscs and Forantinifera. Many
of the shells are fully 1 cm. in length, some of them
black or brown with a thin coating of manganese, some
transparent. The tow-nets had not been at the bottom,
and the dredge scorned just to have touched. This is
the shallowest depth far removed from land of any
kind met with during the cruise.
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